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Abstract

Weakening economic performance during COVID-19 pandemic has an impact on state revenues in the tax sector caused dilemma for a tax consultant. This study aims to explore various ethical decisions making by tax consultants. Transcendental phenomenology Husserl's is used to obtain pure consciousness from informants. Data was collected by interview and based on the interpretation, the dilemma caused by non-optimal income and client's internal policies. In addition, several clients experience tax audits during the pandemic. Ethical assessment of decision making is considered into several aspects, such as: moral considerations, commitment to providing optimal services, and awareness that the role of tax consultants is helping the government to gain state revenue in tax sector. This study provides the relevance use of ethical theory and the theory of planned behaviour. For practitioners, this research can be used as advice in making decisions both in pandemic situations and other unexpected events.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 harmed the global economy and has caused many entrepreneurs to experience losses, so they chose to close their businesses and lay off their employees. Declining economic performance also has an impact on state revenues in the tax sector. For the State, taxes are one of the important sources of revenue that will be used to finance state expenditures, both routine expenditures, and development expenditures. On the other hand, for companies, taxes are a burden that will reduce net income (Suandy, 2016). Because of these differences in interests, the tax must be taken into account in every decision by the company. In terms of taxation, taxpayers often need a tax consultant to help them plan their corporate tax (Dewi et al., 2018).

The dilemma felt by the tax consultant is where the tax consultant has to comply with the regulations. However tax consultant considers compensation factor given by the taxpayer and the continuity of his service business (Suardika, 2016). This is where ethical decision-making by a tax consultant is needed. This issue arises as a result of dual agency problems in the relationship between tax consultants and, clients, tax...
consultants need to maintain good relations with clients in contrast, tax consultants must comply with tax regulations and professional codes of ethics. Concerning the duties of the tax consultant profession, it seems as if there is a conflict of interest, which on the one hand must fully assist taxpayers in their taxation problems, but on the other hand, must also help the government participate in securing tax revenues (Budileksmana, 2016). In this COVID-19 pandemic there are challenges that tax consultants are facing such as how to provide optimum services based on the client economical and financial condition, client or government policies and to perform duty as a tax but in the other hand the tax consultants are required to make profits to finance expenses, business continuity must be carried out so that the business can be maintained (Jurnal.id, 2021). The author is trying to explore what kind of dilemmas they are facing, how they make ethical decisions and how personal beliefs affected their action to handle their clients during this COVID-19 pandemic so it can be used as a consideration in the future when facing the unprecedented event such as this pandemic.

The purpose of this study is to be able to explore various ethical decisions tax consultants make during the COVID-19 in overcoming the perceived dilemma. The transcendental phenomenology method is the right method to use because this method explores pure information from informants who are free from perception (Dewi et al., 2019). Phenomenology in the concept of consciousness according to Husserl is open. The phenomenon of experience is what is produced by human activity and consciousness. Husserl discussed a lot about the concept of consciousness in experience, so that until now phenomenology has been defined as the study of consciousness and the experiences in it. Phenomenology studies the form of experience from someone who experiences it directly as if it was experienced by people who research about the experience. In addition to classifying conscious actions, phenomenology also predicts future actions as well as interpreting objects in experience (Kuswarno, 2009). The urgency of this research can be seen from the phenomena that have been presented previously, that previous research was carried out when economic condition was normal so that they did not deeply know how the dilemma felt and how consultants could take an ethical decision in unexpected events such as the COVID-19. The novelty of this research is that research does not only focus on the dilemmas experienced but also explores what decisions are taken and what considerations are believed.

According to Bertens (2000) ethical theory has a goal, which is to help individuals in making decisions related to morals and provide consideration for decisions made. Ethical theory is closely related to the resolution of ethical dilemmas. Ethical theory can help individuals in considering the decisions that will be made to avoid them from feeling a dilemma. An ethical dilemma is where the individual is a condition where the individual is having difficulty in making decision between two action that are not mutually beneficial or comparable. Ethical dilemmas are often found in professional work, including tax consultants. The tax consultant is placed in a difficult position where they must choose an action and the consequences that will result whether it is under ethical morals or not. Ethical dilemmas can be overcome by choosing a good judgment.

The clause Insightfully explore in this study is intended to explain the ethical considerations of an action or decision taken by the informant based on their respective experiences. By exploring the ethical considerations of the informants’ decisions, the researcher can obtain a fair decision according to what they believe.
Tax consultant is a person who provides tax services to clients in the context of exercising their rights and fulfilling their tax obligations by tax laws and regulations. Tax services are provided by tax consultants in the form of tax consulting services, tax rights, and obligations management services, taxpayer assistance services in the context of tax audits and tax disputes (including regional taxes) at the tax government, tax courts, supreme courts, preliminary evidence examinations and investigation of criminal acts in the field of taxation (Ikatan Konsultan Pajak Indonesia, 2019).

Tax planning is the process of organizing the business of individual taxpayers and business entities in such a way by utilizing various loopholes that can be taken in the corridor of tax regulations (loopholes) so that companies can pay taxes in a minimum amount (Pohan, 2016). Tax planning is the initial stage to systematically analyse various alternative tax treatments to achieve optimum fulfilment of tax obligations. After tax planning, the next stage is to carry out the function of organizing, implementing, and controlling taxation (Ikatan Akuntan Indonesia (IAI), 2015).

Research Method
This study aims to explore various ethical decisions tax consultants make during the COVID-19 in overcoming the dilemmas. The research approach used is phenomenological. Phenomenology can be an analytical tool to get what Husserl calls pure subjectivity. (Burrell & Morgan, 1979) explains that there are at least three kinds of phenomenology, namely transcendental phenomenology, existential phenomenology, and sociological phenomenology. The phenomenology used in this study is transcendental phenomenology. Transcendental phenomenology proposed by Edmund Husserl focuses on a study of consciousness. Phenomenology studies how phenomena are connected with complex consciousness. Husserl introduced the terms noesis and noema, which come from the Greek noeaw meaning to feel, think, intend, and nous meaning thought. Noesis is termed the deliberate process of consciousness, and noema for the content of that consciousness. Noema of conscious action and call ideal meaning, and visible object. Noema is a phenomenon. Intentionality refers to the correlation between noema and noesis that directs the interpretation of experience. An intentional analysis is a process of exploring a person’s experience (noema) to obtain the essence of his consciousness (noesis) by performing an epoche application (Kamayanti, 2016). Husserl explained that when epoche or bracketing is done, the confinement of the meaning must be accompanied by an understanding that the meaning appears at a certain time and space which makes it an experience for the “I”. Epoche is a method of delaying assumptions about reality to bring out the essence (Hardiansyah A, 2013). Epoche suggests certain reductions to reduce accidental phenomena to the object of his investigation, where the reductions include the first eidetic reduction, this reduction aims to reveal the basic structure (edios) of a pure phenomenon that has been purified by removing the experience that the phenomenologist has had. on the object under study so that what remains is only the essence of the object itself. The next reduction is phenomenological reduction, which is a reduction directed at the subject, stemming all the prejudices that phenomenologists have.

The subject of this research is the informant, who provides information on the situation and background conditions of the problem being studied. Interviews were
conducted with informants who were considered competent. Key informants are determined for their involvement in the social situation/condition that will be studied in the research focus (Suyitno, 2018). The technique of determining the informants used snowball sampling. In every interview with the informant, the researcher asked for the name, address, and/or telephone number that could be contacted and approximately willing to be interviewed. The interview was stopped when there were no more variations in the answers (Shidiq & Choiri, 2019). Interviews were conducted with informants who were considered competent according to the snowball sampling method as shown in Table 1.

The research instrument in this study is the phenomenologist himself, who is the person who interacts directly with the informant during the interview. Other supporting instruments are several questions related to research issues, besides the primary data collection media or supporting instruments used in this study are recording devices and memos.

Result and Discussion

The function of theory in this qualitative research is only for comparison of research results/explaining phenomena, because this method explores pure information from informants who are free from researcher perception. The theory of planned behavior focuses on an individual's intention to perform a certain behavior. This theory is suitable for describing any behavior that requires planning. Ethical decisions are the best steps that a tax consultant can take in overcoming the dilemma they are experiencing. The size of a decision that can be said to be ethical is certainly different from one informant to another. Each informant certainly has its balance or perspective based on experience, culture, and other factors. Pure awareness arises from the consideration that is believed in a decision. This study explores various ethical decisions tax consultants make during the COVID-19 who is trusted as an informant using phenomenological analysis. Phenomenology is defined as a science that is oriented to get an explanation of the visible reality. The main method of phenomenology is by conducting in-depth interviews.

The PY informant was the first informant to be interviewed. When asking about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the tax consultant profession, PY Informant revealed his experience regarding the client's situation that had an impact on his profession, so that several dilemmas were felt before making a decision. The following is the explanation of PY’s informants:

"... during the meeting (the client said he couldn't afford to pay for the company's operational costs and there were difficulties... in terms of liquidity)..." (PY Informant)
Even though the client closes his business, either temporarily or permanently, tax obligations must still be carried out. In addition, even though there are a pandemic and experiencing liquidity difficulties, there are also clients who are undergoing inspections. The PY informant decided to continue to help his client by taking the mechanisms and use the incentives covid that have been regulated in the general provisions of taxation. To warn the client’s burden, PY informants provide fee discounts to their clients who are still operating. As in the following statement:

"...This is ethically done (smiles) to {help restore the condition of taxpayers so that they can immediately return to operating properly as in the pre-pandemic era} ...")(PY Informant)

The PY informant consciously said that it was ethical to do this even though from a business perspective it was unethical, for him the decision to help restore the client’s condition so that it can operate as before is a moral responsibility. PY informants help clients according to their field of expertise, namely fulfilling tax obligations.

GM informants are recommendations from the first informants who are members of a professional association. For the GM informant, reporting the Annual SPT is a routine agenda that brings in additional fees because it only occurs in March and April, besides that it is an annual obligation for taxpayers. However, in 2021 the receipt of fees, especially the annual fee, has decreased. The following is the explanation of the GM informant:

"...After that, from that time until now the hardest affected, I feel, I feel in 2021 because we don't get 100% annual tax fees, far from last year..." (GM Informant)

In addition to declining fee receipts, government policies that is rapidly changing have created a dilemma of their own. But on the other hand, the exploration of potential inspections is still being carried out. Fulfillment of tax obligations is still carried out even though the GM informant also tries to cover his office operations and even uses her savings. The character of love for the homeland is manifested by helping the acceptance of the State, but the final decision remains in the hands of the client, he said. The statement was conveyed by the GM informant as follows:

"...The obligation remains because I feel that it is our responsibility when they can also pay us, at what time can we help at this time] yes, give them a deferral of the fee. That's all I can do..." (GM informant)

"... {it's not like my character is really happy to help for state revenue, trying to do this if the taxpayer wants it but if the taxpayer doesn't want it it's beyond my control} ...” (GM informant)

The third informant in this study is a UA informant who started his career as a tax consultant in February 2011 until now. The UA informant admitted that his profession was affected but he was grateful that he was still able to maintain the integrity of his team because the main problem during the pandemic was the issue of taxpayer cash flow which affected mandatory compliance. As stated by the following UA informants:

"... {the pandemic or corona situation is one, cash flow is affected but we are grateful as a team we can still keep all of our teams} ...")(UA informant)

"... {in terms of compliance, I also see that there is a tendency for taxpayer compliance, not a decrease because on average the problems faced by clients are liquidity problems, namely liquidity problems. So, initially, the compliance was
good, then it was hampered by liquidity problems. So this pandemic will hit all sectors, especially Bali, which is the base of tourism…” (UA Informant)

The saving cost strategy of the taxpayer causes a dilemma because costs are prioritized to earn income to survive, besides that the audit process continues even though the government has a priority audit program. Moral support is provided with counseling in the business aspect because psychologically the taxpayer feels shocked. UA informants make decisions by offering mechanisms that can be taken to ease the burden on taxpayers in terms of paying taxes based on applicable regulations. Like what the client did, the UA informant also carried out a cost-saving strategy by reducing some costs but not reducing costs that could reduce services. As stated in the following statement:

"... {there are several mechanisms by the general provisions of taxation, yes, our KUP requests to postpone or pay in installments and apply for the abolition or reduction of such defamatory sanctions} ....”(UA informant)

"... {So because our focus is really on service to our clients, so we try not to reduce something that can reduce our service to clients} even though we may not be able to run but what we call it trying to continue can move…” (UA informant)

The NF informant shared his experience of clients who depend on income which during this pandemic declines, clients have to reduce costs and one of them is the cost of tax consultants. As stated in the following statement:

"...Well, the clients themselves depend on income to live, right now with the covid condition like this {their income automatically decreases they have to cut costs too to survive, so sometimes the consultants are cut off} that’s the problem…” (NF informant)

Another obstacle that causes the dilemma is the client’s internal policy to lay off employees or apply for shift work. Despite the declining revenue, NF informants still carry out their professional responsibilities to assist state revenues with using covid incentives and fulfilling their client’s tax obligations with moral considerations. The following is the perspective of the NF Informants regarding this matter:

"...still... so the term is {The state still needs to receive a tax consultant, right, one of the fronts for that}. One year not the only one, one in front. {So we still have to help with our professional obligations} ...”(NF informant)

"...It’s because the provisions are rules and terms {with this consideration, there are moral considerations too, right} ...” (NF Informant)

The last informant is a senior in the tax consulting profession who passed the certification exam in 2007 and has a license in 2008 until now. According to the RE informant, his profession was not directly affected by the COVID-19 but was affected by the domino effect because the taxpayers served were mostly in the tourism sector. As stated in the following statement by the RE informant:

“...the impact is {not direct. So like it or not, because we are located in Bali which incidentally then we serve taxpayers, most of whom are tourism, when tourism closes it will automatically have an impact. So we have a domino effect}. That's why I said earlier not directly…” (RE informant)

The decrease in the ability to pay from clients certainly has an impact on the continuity of employee salaries which causes a dilemma. The RE informant emphasized that if the client still communicates well with him, the service will still be provided, of course following applicable professional standards. Utilization of incentives, provision of
alternative tax planning, and delays in salary adjustments are carried out. The RE informant said that therein lies the role of tax consultants, namely as a bridge between the tax governments and taxpayers. The emphasis is conveyed through the following statement:

"... {as long as he still thinks we are consultants, what are the name and he communicates whether it's a matter of financial difficulty to pay us or whether we provide services or services}, we will continue to do the standards set by IKPI or IAI..." (RE informant)

"... {Here's what we call the bridge between government tax and taxpayer} ..." (RE Informant)

Based on the interpretation of each informant, it can be mentioned that the summary interpretation of each informant is as shown in Figure 1.

COVID-19 Pandemic start in November 2019. Since that period there are research that studying the dilemma of tax consultant on making tax planning (Dewi et al., 2019). The dilemma arises due to a decrease in the client's income due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in various sectors so that the client does not have sufficient funds to pay fees to his consultant, in addition to the client's internal policies such as laying off employees, cutting or saving costs causing compliance has decreased, plus there are clients who are undergoing examinations during the pandemic.

The Theory of Planned Behavior states that in addition to attitudes toward behaviour and subjective norms, individuals also consider their perceived behavioural control, namely their ability to perform these actions. This theory is not directly related to the amount of control a person has. However, this theory emphasizes more on the possible effects of perceived behavioural control in achieving goals on a behaviour.
intentions indicate a person's desire to try to perform a certain behaviour. The ethical decision of a tax consultant has planned behaviour that must be taken because it can result in the continuity of the client's business. The theory of planned behaviour is suitable to explain any behaviour that requires planning (Ajzen, 1991). In line with Theory of Planned Behavior, in this research we found that tax consultant have a plan and special considerations so that in the future new problems do not arise when they are facing an economical dilemma that their clients are facing, but in under any circumstances the tax consultant must perform their duty and make some profit for their expenses, in reality both cannot be fulfilled due their client economical reason, the tax consultant can still help to fulfil their tax obligation despite taking no profit from it, but if tax consultant ignore this problem there are consequences that will follow such as losing their relation to clients or fail to fulfil their clients tax obligation, this will result a tax penalty or tax inspection which will be a burden for both client and their tax consultant, therefore a specific consideration are needed to plan a ethical decision making.

Previous research only explores the form of dilemmas and mostly researched with a positivist approach. Dilemma forms tax consultants such that the dilemma posed by tax consultants have concern for the client and tax consultants think of business continuity services (Dewi et al., 2019). This study explores the form of dilemmas, in this research also explore how tax consultant make the ethical decision based on some consideration. Experience strengthens the positive influence of the relationship between idealism and ethical decisions of tax consultants, while experience does not affect the relationship between professional commitment and ethical decisions of tax consultants in the Bali region (Wirakusuma, 2019). The perception of the importance of ethics and social responsibility which are individual factors of tax consultants that have a positive effect on ethical decision making. This means that whether or not the perception of the importance of ethics in a person is high has a strong influence on ethical decision making (Arestanti et al., 2016). Qualitative research on the Phenomenological Study of the Ethical Dilemma of Government Internal Auditors obtained the results that the auditor felt a dilemma when he received intervention, the auditor experienced a bad feeling when reporting a friend's error, the auditor had to face public perceptions, the auditor felt disappointed when the Audit Result Report was not signed and the limited number of auditors, audit time and supporting infrastructure are factors hindering audits (Noviriani et al., 2015). This study also gives the ethical decision making and the consideration based on moral beliefs. The result shows that moral considerations are prioritized because tax consultants understand the situation of their clients. After all, in situations like this communication is an important thing in every decision making. Continuing to provide optimal service is one of the commitments that must be made. The importance of the role of tax consultants in assisting state revenues is well recognized by every informant as a reflection of the character of love for the homeland.

**Conclusion**

Can be concluded the noema dilemma that arises due to non-optimal fee receipts, client internal policies, and tax audits during the COVID-19 are felt by tax consultants. While the noesis consideration of the decisions taken are different. The decision to help restore the client's condition so that it can operate as before is a moral responsibility.
The COVID-19 pandemic certainly has an impact on the continuity of the client’s business, but profit is not the main thing. As a profession, the commitment to provide optimal service in fulfilling the client’s tax obligations according to the code of ethics and applicable regulations is more important. The role of a tax consultant as a party that bridges the interests of taxpayers with the Directorate General of Taxes is the embodiment of the character of love for the homeland in helping state revenues in the tax sector.

There are some limitations in this research. Determination of informants, the informants used are 5 key informants who are leaders or owners of a tax consulting office without additional informants from the office concerned. Interviews were conducted once at a time so that the validity in terms of time was not met. Time limitations in data collection, because the schedule of informants is quite busy and the policies of the COVID-19 have postponed the interview schedule. There were also technical problems during online interviews, such as voice not coming in and signal being interrupted.

The suggestions submitted are based on the results of the conclusions obtained, namely: further researchers can conduct similar research in different professions because course, each profession has different dilemmas and perceptions in measuring a decision during the covid 19 pandemic. Further researchers can research different areas so that the resulting ethical decisions are more diverse.
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